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Christmas Quiz V 
All answers are names of books or book series. No author appears more than once. Where a book title 

begins with ‘a’ or ‘the’, the initial article is not always clued for.  

All books appearing in this quiz are ones I would recommend reading. How many have you read? How 

many can you read before next Christmas? 

Answers available from Epiphany; honour and glory to the highest scoring individual/team. 

1 Almost two-score paces.  

2 An Antipodean sorcerer.  

3 Books and composting associate off the coast of 

France. 

 

4 Blown away.  

5 Naked, confused.  

6 Inter vital organ inside injured patella.  

7 1. d4...d5   2. c4  

8 Child of a Christmas bird intertwined a company ruse.  

9 Firmament of Orange County in direction of DTI‟s 

successor without reform. 

 

10 Nine-tenths of the law.  

11 Encountered a blue butterfly to south-east – then south.  

12 A woman who will water your camels, also.  

13 Frimangamantmane.  

14 What Julian might say if George got a second dog.  

15 Tautological vessel in distress.  

16 A trumpet player?  

17 Add up, mother: Greek god uses rational method to 

start alphabet. 

 

18 A novel about the first words spoken after touching 

down on the moon? 

 

19 An armada of the night.  

20 All aboard for Bristol and Cardiff – and carry.  

21 Do not lick your fingers after leafing through this book 

of good news and more. 

 

22 Mercutio‟s fairy midwife not out of a mixture of 

oxygen and gin. 

 

23 A brilliant cluster on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram.  

24 A crimson tempest ascends.  

25 Biography of a transcendental.  

26 Only the king of birds has the courage to go here.  

27 Retainers in a democracy whose duties include the 

reconstruction of sentient eggs. 

 

28 The higher range of a musical archipelago.  

29 Forbid entry to fortifications of city near the Welch 

border. 

 

30 History of Russia‟s Catherine the Great?  

31 Accident report of the man who crossed his cooker 

with a Doberman. 

 

32 The child slept.  

33 Sometimes sinuous noun with indefinite appendage 

dies in leg, distressed. 

 

34 Misplaced planet.  

35 At least He does not have a beam.  

36 Small house of Mr. Cobley.  

37 Russian gardening tool.  

38 Scottish mountain has short dirty laugh.  

39 Minister‟s fact sheet greets tale frequently to approach 

both variants of the personal pronoun. 

 

40 Tetrahedra.  

41 The women of the family.  

42 High wattage passages.  

43 Rather than buying a diamond ring, might a cruel Papa 

do this if it doesn‟t sing? 

 

44 Pull reluctant passenger on to 747.  
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45 Sensory organs of a gun with triple hearing.  

46 Not the normal way for a bryophyte to propagate.  

47 A model of African descent?  

48 DNA of cockney shrimp and crabs, lacking fifty.  

49 Idaho fruit from Scandinavia.  

50 All religious travellers move on one dance partner.  

51 Aurora borealis.  

52 Two years before Chernobyl.  

53 Even Tabaqui gets his twenty-four hours.  

54 Cause an indefinite article to become „it‟.  

55 South Africa corrects an addition.  

56 Only the Conqueror.  

57 A voyage to “R”.  

58 They make an angry vintage.  

59 Paraphrasing McEnroe, directed at what sounds like a 

thoroughly good gentleman. 

 

60 Loud to whip humanity  

61 The second was just as round.  

62 Quite the opposite of Edward VIII.  

63 Turn handle to pull in weeping trees.  

64 Foot weapon missing central exponential.  

65 They blow over the battlefield.  

66 Turned backwards it would emit.  

67 He contained 86,400 seconds mid-week.  

68 Settlement resembles a girl in Wonderland.  

69 Tepid place where they grow things that make people 

feel better. 

 

70 Jumbo cuppa ran backwards to eye in not applicable.   

71 Printers‟ measurement mother.  

72 From where mislaid blind aviators are drawn.  

73 It has such people in it.  

74 Small people amongst young trees.  

75 Section with a full stop.  

76 Animal doctors emulate the proverbial pigs.  

77 It makes no difference to the smell.  

78 Alphabet made from two types of fastenings.  

79 A frank speaking exponential.  

80 Loyal retainer in briefly laughing vanadium – a sodium 

alloy. 

 

81 Country of apartments.  

82 Also known as a foot.  

83 Priest prone to spoonerisms begins words of Simeon 

before lapsing into a heavy-weight forest. 

 

84 A good description of the bride.  

85 The countries most smiled upon go astray.  

86 Ask not this.  

87 Vaccinator does not err to stand before Dutch financial 

company – pluralised? 

 

88 Permit aboard old-fashioned boyfriend of Clement.  

89 Blade that would slay a werewolf.  

90 At such a hut might Charon collect his ghostly fee.  

91 Alarm clock rings far, far beneath in the abysmal sea.  

92 Thieves‟ speak for spying Eleanor with a quartet of 

Polish Jews. 

 

93 Journey of a sea bird‟s organ, without fifty.  

94 Premium steak, ultra-rare  

95 Funeral covering of a dark time within a strong wind.  

96 Sum to putting us in 1099.  

97 Mental pictures measured in feet and inches.  

98 Fast birds and wild women?  

99 Concealed port.  

100 Exhortation to a cautious organ at blackjack.  
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